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Imagine…

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Close your eyes and imagine you’re sitting having dinner with your family and suddenly, the windows crash and the walls fall in and there’s a loud boom… It seems just an ordinary day until there’s an explosion. A fire ensues and destroys almost all of your property along with your prized possessions. Your family survive but have several injuries. These type of incidents can happen. It happened in Fernie, B.C. where 28 people were injured, in Comox at the military base while renovations were ongoing, in Surrey, B.C. when an excavator hit a gas line,  in Nanaimo, B.C. where a natural gas explosion has destroyed a house near the downtown, sending a massive shockwave throughout the city. Unfortunately, these accidents do happen. My job is to make sure they happen less and less. I want you and your family to sit around the dinner table without worrying about an explosion changing the course of your life.
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Today’s Agenda
● Public Safety at FortisBC 

● Recent incidents in B.C.

● What’s your role?

● Safety Q&As 

● Get involved and take action
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Focusing on the right things
Safety is our collective responsibility. 

We want to ensure safe, reliable energy. 

This means we can’t keep doing the same thing 

we’ve been doing for years.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IGQmdoK_ZfY
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How many incidents are acceptable in the province of BC?
How many incidents are acceptable in the province 
of British Columbia? 
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896 Incidents of Damage in 2022

These are preventable 
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How to avoid hitting an infrastructure line?
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Use BC1 Call Service
65% of damage incidents don’t use the BC1 Call 
Service to locate lines below the surface before 
digging. 
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Shallow
Some lines can be as shallow as a couple of 
inches below the soil.
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Dig By Hand First
It’s necessary to dig by hand first. 

50% of damages are caused by repeat damagers. 

~35% of damagers in 2021 followed proper 
guidelines and obtained a BC1 Call ticket - and still 
damaged underground infrastructure. 

This indicates that more than 1 in 3 damages
occurred even though a schematic of underground 
lines had been obtained. 

The solution: Dig By Hand First. 
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How To Not Hit A Gas Line

Request a BC1 Call 

Have your BC1 Call on site (printed preferred)

Locate the gas line and mark it prior to digging

Hand locate the gas line with a shovel in several 
places 

Do not excavate within 1 meter of the gas line

Do not rely solely on paint on the ground. Look 
at your drawings 

Focus on the task at hand

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.
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Anyone Disturbing the Ground needs to call BC1 Call
Anyone disturbing the ground should call BC1 Call. 

The most recent data shows that damage is now 
done by approximately 40% homeowners and 60% 
contractors.

40% homeowners 

60% contractors
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Comox, 2021

The east side of the barracks building after the explosion on Nov. 18, 2021 at CFB Comox on Vancouver Island.
Source: CBC News · Posted: Oct 30, 2022

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In November of 2021, a gas explosion at a military base in Comox B.C. injured 28 people, with three taken to hospital, one by airlift. The explosion partially collapsed a building and left the area without power.
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Fernie, 2022

A pair of firefighters with Fernie Fire and Rescue work to put out the flames at a home that had a gas explosion in Fernie on 6th Ave. on Wednesday, Feb. 9, 2022. (Courtesy of Brendan Morgan). 
Source: The Free Press · Posted: Nov 21, 2022

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
While there were only minor injuries (cuts and bruises) for two people, the headlines described the incident as a ‘miraculous escape’. Also mentioned was the death of two pets, a dog and a cat.
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Surrey, 2021

Source: CTVNewsVancouver.ca · Posted: July 29, 2021

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Assistant Chief Ben Dirksen told CTV News crews were called at about 8:40 a.m. after an excavator struck a gas main line near 32nd Avenue and 192 Street. The rupture led to a fire, Dirksen said.Surrey RCMP Cpl. Vanessa Munn said the two people hurt suffered non-life threatening injuries.Traffic was expected to be disrupted in an area of Surrey for at least a few hours while crews manage a fire at a ruptured gas line.

http://drive.google.com/file/d/1LbKb5R9HXHuLo2v1o1p4uJp4UfT9_NQB/view
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That’s Where YOU Come In
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We Know You Want To Save Time 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Mayors - projects take longer, especially after a potential clean up is required. Clean up is a pain to deal with for the additional staffing it requires and the time that those employees are taken away from other duties. Multiple municipal workers (engineers, spotters, more) may be required to work overtimeMunicipal engineers already have too many action items (such as maintenance and repair of municipal assets) to complete within each fiscal year. Participating in BC1 Call is beneficial as a “one stop shop” to facilitate for contractors and homeowners.Disrupting people’s lives by delayed traffic or reduced services (power, cable, internet, etc.)Contractors - projects take longer, especially frustrating when you know where the lines are but maybe forgot to dig by hand first. 
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We Know You Want To Save Money 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Mayors - There will be increased labour costs to the city, because the following will be needed:Emergency services, such as fire trucks will be called to the sceneLaw enforcement will be required to redirect trafficMultiple municipal workers (engineers, spotters, more) may be required to work overtime – especially in the first few days - depending on the extent of the damageThe road will need to be fully repaired and this could take weeks – with the associated labour costsit can slow development for housing if there’s damages, especially an explosion. Contractors -  Contractors may need to evacuate the site, shut off the gas supply, and take immediate safety precautions. The cost of these actions can include labor, equipment, and potentially lost work time. Even if there are no immediate injuries or significant damage, the disruption caused by an incident can lead to a loss of productivity and additional costs associated with rescheduling and project management.Stopped work is costly - The site may need to remain closed until safety inspections are completed and the gas line is repaired. This can result in delays and additional labor costs.Your excavator could be damaged, either need to repair or get another onePay for cost of repair (like homeowner example above - but likely on a larger scale). The contractor is typically responsible for covering the costs of repairing the damaged gas line. This can involve excavation, pipe replacement, and any associated materials and labor costs. The extent of the damage will greatly impact the repair costs. Are there fines for contractors who violate safety regulations?Lost workers due to injuries - need to hire more in absence of injured workersInsurance premiums may increase following an incident. Contractors may see higher liability insurance premiums as a result of accidents like hitting a gas line. **
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
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We Know You Don’t Want People To Get Hurt
The consequences of neglecting safety procedures 
when working near these hidden utilities are severe. 
A single mistake can lead to injury, loss of life, 
property damage, environmental harm, and 
economic consequences. But, it doesn't have to be 
this way.

By prioritizing safety, adhering to regulations, and 
following proper procedures, we can protect 
ourselves, our communities, and the vital 
infrastructure that sustains our way of life. It's a 
collective responsibility—one that ensures that 
what lies beneath our feet remains a source of 
convenience, rather than catastrophe.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Mayors - people get injured, in hospital, using municipal resources Contractors - worker may need to be off work after incident, takes them away from living life/working and means replacements are needed
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Your Role In The Collective Responsibility 
Mayors

Participate in BC1 Call

Support FortisBC and it’s public safety program by ensuring all city staff are aware of the guidelines around 
safety and supporting these guidelines wherever possible.

- Damage prevention (line hits)
- First responders (fire training)
- Electric (awareness)
- CO2 (awareness)
- Gas Odor (awareness) 

1.

2.
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Your Role In The Collective Responsibility 
Contractors

Use FortisBC as a resource to make sure you save time by following safety guidelines.1.

2. Get safety training.

- Damage prevention (line hits)
- Electric (awareness)
- CO2 (awareness)
- Gas Odor (awareness) 

3. Prioritize safety:
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Find FortisBC at:
fortisbc.com
talkingenergy.ca
604-576-7000

For further information, please contact:

Thank you

Follow us @fortisbcFortisBC Public Safety
Tanya.Kowalenko@fortisbc.com

Tanya Kowalenko
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